
volcanic islands contain cavernicolous
shrimp (18), indicating that habitats oth-
er than caves can support these fauna.
Terrestrial cavernicolous fauna have col-
onized Hawaiian lava tubes as soon as
100 years after the formation of the tubes
(19). The high tidal range and corre-
sponding strong currents in the Jameos
cave would provide a means of sweeping
larvae or weakly swimming species into
the cave. Since the underwater tube was
at a depth of 53 m and still descending at
the limit of our diving explorations, deep
water species or their larvae may also be
drawn directly into the cave. Further-
more, at least some deep sea species
have been shown to have two distribu-
tional maxima, one in the deep sea and
another in shallow marine caves (13).
Thus, it is possible that the Jameos cave
fauna could have entered the cave by
local dispersion from adjacent and older
caves, other suitable habitats, or even
the deep sea in a relatively short period
of time.
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complex samples and mixtures.

Raman spectroscopy represents only
one of a myriad of spectroscopic tech-
niques used in the study of molecular
structure (1). However, resonance Ra-
man spectroscopy is unique among these
techniques because of its selectivity,
since the resonance phenomenon per-
mits the specific enhancement of the
vibrational spectrum of one particular
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molecular species within a complex solu-
tion or mixture (2). Other species in the
mixture not resonantly enhanced show
Raman spectra of much lower intensity
(often by a factor of 10-5). Raman spec-
troscopy has shown particular promise
for biological investigations because the
weak Raman scattering of water does not
significantly interfere with measure-
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Fig. 1. Ultraviolet resonance
Raman spectrum of (a) aceto-
nitrile; (b) a coal liquid sample
in acetonitrile diluted - 500
times (volume/volume); the in-
tensity scale of (b) is expanded
by a factor of 7 as compared to
(a); (c) difference spectrum
(b - a) showing the coal liquid
resonance Raman spectrum;
the intensity scale is expanded
by a factor of -12 as com-
pared to (a). The measurement
parameters were as follows:
excitation wavelength, 256
nm; number of laser pulses
averaged, 18,000 (15-minute
scan at 20 Hz); average power,
2.0 mW; spectrometer band-
pass, -6 cm-'.

400 800 1200
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Raman Speciroscopy of a Coal Liquid Shows That Fluorescence
Interference Is Minimized with Ultraviolet Excitation

Abstract. Thefirst ultraviolet resonance Raman measurements ofa coal liquid are
reported. The spectra detail the presence ofnumerous polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons with ring systems similar to those of naphthalene, fluorene, phenanthrene,
pyrene, and triphenylene. The ultraviolet resonance Raman measurements of this
highly complex sample show no significant interference from fluorescence. The lack
offluorescence interference and the high selectivity indicate that ultraviolet reso-

nance Raman spectroscopy is a powerful new technique for characterizing highly
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ments of proteins, nucleic acids, and
other biomolecules. The information
content of the spectra is high, compara-
ble to or greater than that available from
infrared spectrometry, especially when
the excitation wavelength is varied.
However, resonance Raman spectrosco-
py has not been extensively used for
investigations of complex systems be-
cause instrumentation was not available
to resonantly excite the majority of com-
pounds that have their electronic absorp-
tion bands in the ultraviolet and often
sample or matrix fluorescence obscured
the Raman spectra. This matrix fluores-
cence often prevents Raman studies of
complex systems such as catalysts, coal,
and biological tissues, where the large

a

-0

c

variety of compounds present almost en-
sures that fluorescence will swamp the
Raman scattering.

In a continuing study we have devel-
oped new instrumentation for ultraviolet
resonance Raman spectroscopy (3) and
have recently demonstrated that this sys-
tem has a high sensitivity and selectivity
for ultraviolet Raman measurements of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such
as naphthalenes, substituted anthra-
cenes, and pyrene (4). Low concentra-
tions of these species could be monitored
down to 200 parts per billion, and the
spectra differentiated between species as
similar as 2-methyl- and 9-methylanthra-
cene. In this report we demonstrate that
the ultraviolet resonance Raman spectra

4

Fig. 2. Ultraviolet resonance
Raman spectra of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons dis-
solved in acetonitrile and ex-
cited at 255 nm: (a) 5 x 10-3M
triphenylene; (b) 5 x 10-3M
phenanthrene; (c) 5 x 10-3M
naphthalene; (d) S x 10-3M
fluorene; (e) 5 x 10-3M py-
rene. The peaks from the sol-
vent have been numerically
subtracted; average power,
2.5 mW; number of laser
pulses averaged, 36,000 (30-
minute scan); spectrometer
bandpass, - 12 cm 1.

400 BOU 1200 1600 2000

Wave numbers
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of compounds excited below 260 nm are
much less plagued by fluorescence than
conventional visible-wavelength Raman
spectra; the number of compounds that
fluoresce below 260 nm is limited, and
their quantum yields for fluorescence
are, in general, low.
For example, Fig. la shows the ultra-

violet Raman spectrum of acetonitrile
(CH3CN) at 256 nm. We measured this
spectrum in a flowing liquid jet, using
instrumentation described elsewhere (3).
Figure lb shows a Raman spectrum of a
dilute solution of a coal liquid in acetoni-
trile. This coal liquid sample was pre-
pared by the direct hydrogenation of coal
and is a heavy distillate recovered be-
tween 3400 and 510°C. Such coal liquids
are known from other studies (5) to con-
tain large concentrations of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons with two, three,
or four fused rings. The additional fea-
tures in Fig. lb, especially the intense
Raman peaks from the coal liquid sample
at -1400 and -1600 cm-, can be most
easily seen in the difference spectrum
shown in Fig. Ic. These additional fea-
tures derive mainly from the resonance
Raman spectra of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, which contain between
two and four fused rings as can be seen if
one compares the coal liquid spectrum to
the spectra of triphenylene, phenan-
threne, naphthalene, fluorene, and py-
rene (Fig. 2). For example, the peak
from triphenylene at 1337 cm'1 may
contribute to the shoulder at 1340 cm-l
in the coal liquid spectrum, whereas the
peak at 757 cm-1 and the intensity at
- 1400 cm-' in the coal liquid spectrum
may derive from the presence of phenan-
threne-like structures. The intense broad
peak between 1560 and 1630 cm-' in the
coal liquid spectrum may derive from
substituted ring systems based on naph-
thalene (1577 and 1629 cm-), fluorene
(1611 cm-'), and pyrene (1624 cm-').
By changing the excitation wave-

length, it is possible to selectively en-
hance different polycyclic aromatic hy-
drocarbons. For example (6), excitation
of the coal liquid sample at 235 nm
results in intense peaks at 1380 cm and
1628 cm-; the frequencies of these
peaks and their relative intensities are
essentially the same as that of naphtha-
lene excited at 235 nm. Thus, changing
the excitation wavelength enhances the
spectra of different species within the
coal liquid sample.
The most interesting feature of the

coal liquid spectrum (Fig. lb) is the lack
of a luminescent background from fluo-
rescence from the myriad of species
present in the coal liquid (5). The aceto-
nitrile Raman intensities from the coal
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liquid solution are decreased by a factor
of - 16 as compared to that of pure
acetonitrile as a result of the absorption
of the laser excitation and Raman light
by the coal liquid. The background inten-
sity observed in Fig. lb is similar to that
found for the high-purity ultraviolet-
grade acetonitrile (Fig. la). Indeed, no
fluorescence is observed even with exci-
tation at shorter wavelengths (down to
220 nm). The lack of fluorescence inter-
ference in the Raman spectrum of this
complex coal liquid sample is consistent
with all our ultraviolet Raman studies of
samples excited below 260 nm; signifi-
cant fluorescence interference has not
been observed for any sample yet exam-
ined.
The reason for this initially surprising

result is that the smallest conjugated
polyene or aromatic molecule to show
significant fluorescence from its first ex-
cited singlet state is benzene, which
shows fluorescence at a wavelength
>260 nm. Larger aromatics show ab-
sorption bands below 260 nm but excita-
tion into these bands results in fast inter-
nal conversion of this energy into the
lowest energy singlet or triplet excited
state, and fluorescence or phosphores-
cence occurs at much longer wave-
lengths. Other molecules or functional
groups that have their lowest singlet
states below 250 nm, such as butadiene
and hexatriene, show extremely low flu-
orescence quantum yields (7). Thus, it
appears that few if any organic com-
pounds will show fluorescence in the
spectral region below 260 nm. The obvi-
ous conclusion is that ultraviolet reso-
nance Raman measurements will show
little fluorescence interference as com-
pared to conventional visible-wave-
length Raman measurements. Thus, it is
possible, perhaps likely, that complex
samples such as coal liquids, biological
samples, and complex organic reactions
can be best studied by excitation in the
ultraviolet; the only obvious complicat-
ing factor in ultraviolet Raman measure-
ments is photochemical decomposition.
However, photochemical decomposition
did not pose a major problem for our
aromatic amino acid studies (8) or for
studies of benzene derivatives (9) or for
our polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
studies (4) or for excitation profile stud-
ies in the n ---* a* transition of the car-
bonyl group in acetone (10). Thus, ultra-
violet resonance Raman spectroscopy
appears to be a uniquely sensitive and
selective new technique for characteriz-
ing highly complex systems. These sys-
tems are obviously most tractable when
a technique is used with high selectivity
for one or a limited number of the spe-
20 JULY 1984

cies present. In the case of resonance
Raman spectroscopy, the molecular se-
lectivity can be tuned by changing the
excitation wavelength.
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however, more closely resemble those of
the green bacteria, and the organism is
generally considered to be a member of
this group (3-7). Purple sulfur bacteria
growing in thermal waters have been
reported in a number of field observa-
tions (2, 8, 9), but the characteristics of
pure cultures of these phototrophs have
not been reported. I now describe the
general properties of a truly thermophilic
purple bacterium.
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\ l \ t \Fig. 1. (A) Absorption
\ l l A \ spectra of intact cells of the

I j \J thermophilic purple sulfur
I / bacterium. Spectra were

I Z recorded by suspending
sulfur-free cells in 30 per-
cent bovine serum albumin
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bacterium as a function of
temperature. Cells were grown in the medium described (16). Cultures (250-ml bottles incubated
in a water bath) were illuminated with 4300 lux of incandescent light. Cell suspensions were
removed anaerobically at intervals with a sterile sampling device (17), and the number of cells
was determined by direct microscopic counts with a Petroff-Hauser counting chamber. Growth
rates (doublings per hour) were calculated from semilogarithmic plots of cell numbers against
time.
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A Novel Photosynthetic Purple Bacterium Isolated from a
Yellowstone Hot Spring

Abstract. A thermophilic photosynthetic purple bacterium was isolated from the
waters ofa hot spring in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming. The organism differs
from all known purple bacteria in that it grows optimally at a temperature ofabout
50°C. The isolate contains bacteriochlorophyll a and grows autotrophically, oxidiz-
ing sulfide to elemental sulfur which is then stored as globules inside the cell. These
properties indicate that the phototroph is a member of the Chromatiaceae (purple
sulfur bacteria).
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